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Compensators can be used as beam intensity modulation devices for intensity-modulated radiation
therapy applications. In contrast with multileaf collimators, compensators introduce scatter and
beam hardening into the therapeutic x-ray beam. The degree of scatter and beam filtering depends
on the compensator material and beam energy. Pencil beam dose calculation models can be used to
derive the shape of the compensator. In this study a novel way of incorporating the effect of
compensator-induced scatter and beam filtration is presented. The study was conducted using 6, 8,
and 15 MV polyenergetic pencil beams �PBs�. The compensator materials that were studied in-
cluded wax, brass, copper, and lead. The perturbation effects of the compensators on the PB dose
profiles were built in the PB dose profiles and tested for regular fields containing a step compen-
sator and benchmarked against DOSXYZnrc Monte Carlo calculated dose profiles. These effects
include compensator beam filtration and Compton-scattered photons generated in the compensator
materials that influence the resulting PB dose profiles. These data were obtained from DOSXYZnrc
simulations. A Gaussian function was used to model off-axis scatter and an exponential function
was used to model beam hardening at any radius, r. Dose profiles were calculated under a step
compensator using the method that can model beam hardening and off-axis scatter, as well as a
conventional method where the PB profiles are not adjusted, but a single effective attenuation
coefficient is used instead to best match the dose profiles. Both sets of data were compared to the
DOSXYZnrc data. Depth and profile dose data for 10�10 cm2 and 20�20 cm2 fields indicated
that at 2 cm depth in water the method that takes compensator scatter into account agrees more
closely with the DOSXYZnrc data compared to the data using only an effective attenuation coef-
ficient. Further, it was found that the effective attenuation method can only replicate the DOSX-
YZnrc data at 10 cm depth where it was chosen to do so. At shallower depths the effective
attenuation method overestimates the dose and beyond 10 cm depth it causes an underestimation in
the dose. The scatter and beam hardening inclusion method does not exhibit such properties. The
exclusion of scatter can lead to dose errors of up to 4 percent with a copper compensator at 5 cm
depth for a 10�10 cm2 field under a thickness of 5 cm at 6 MV. For materials such as lead this
discrepancy could be as high as 7 to 8 percent at 6 MV. For larger fields �20�20 cm2� the effect
of in-phantom scatter reduces the differences between the dose profiles calculated with the men-
tioned methods. © 2006 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
�DOI: 10.1118/1.2219777�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pencil beam �PB�-based dose calculation algorithms can be
used to calculate dose distributions for irregular-shaped
fields, e.g., partially blocked photon fields or multileaf colli-
mator �MLC�-shaped fields in intensity modulated radiation
therapy �IMRT�. Intensity modulation can be achieved using
MLC, dynamic jaws,1 wedges, masks,2 or compensators.3–6

IMRT is usually accomplished by delivering sets of beam
segments at different gantry angles. These segments are de-
rived by analysis of the optimized fluence map for each gan-
try angle using a leaf sequencer algorithm. These fluence
maps in turn are derived from an optimization process that
assigns weights to beamlets. The net result is that the total
dose contribution of these beamlets will be the optimal dose

for the IMRT plan. The map of beamlet weights will corre-
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spond to the fluence map of the field. Compensators can be
used to approximate this fluence map by appropriate attenu-
ation of the individual beamlets making up the original open
beam fluence.

A MLC can shield a beam resulting in low beam
transmission.7,8 Beamlet weighting can be viewed as the
fraction of the time it contributes to the total dose for the
beam compared to the total treatment time. However, trans-
mission corrections are crucial for relative dose
calculations.9 In the case of compensators, dose modulation
is achieved by attenuating the energy fluence so that the dose
contribution is effectively weighted. Compensators would in-
troduce spectral changes in the heterogeneous photon beam
that will alter its in-phantom scatter and beam penetration
2896…/2896/9/$23.00 © 2006 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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properties. It also produces a compensator-scatter
background10 through coherent scatter events at megavoltage
energies.

Beamlets can be modeled using Monte Carlo �MC�
methods11 or pencil beams12–17 or a combination of both
methods in optimized treatment planning.18 When 3D PB
dose calculations are performed the energy fluence at the
point of entry in the patient model must be known. This, in
turn, depends on the number of photons which can scatter
from the jaws, beam modulators, flattening filter,19–22 and
collimators.23 Some authors have treated the problem of scat-
ter and spectral changes in the fluence by analytical
models19–21 that correct for the primary and scatter fractions
of the energy fluence emanating from the flattening filter,
collimator, and a modulator, e.g., a wedge or compensator.
Others have used a Compton first-scatter-based method to
calculate the scatter fluence from a beam-modifying
absorber,24 approximations for second-order scatter,25 and
semiempirical methods that include sector integration.26–28

Weber et al.29 applied an analytical method19 in conjunction
with a k� matrix to take off-axis spectral changes of the
polyenergetic photon beam into account. In this study a
novel way of incorporating the effect of compensator-
induced scatter and beam filtration is presented that differs
from photon scatter kernel-based methods. The study was
conducted using 6, 8, and 15 MV polyenergetic pencil beams
�PBs�. The compensator materials that were studied included
wax, aluminum, brass, copper, and lead. The perturbation
effects of the compensator materials on the PB dose profiles
were included in PB dose calculations for the case of a regu-
lar field containing a step-shaped attenuator. The results were
compared with Monte Carlo-based DOSXYZnrc �Ref. 30�
dose calculations in a water phantom for the corresponding
situation for two field sizes.

II. METHODS

Figure 1 shows the simulation geometry used. The
EGSnrc �Ref. 31�-based DOSRZnrc MC code was used to
simulate sets of polyenergetic PBs for energies of 6, 8, and

FIG. 1. Dose recording geometry setup in DOSRZnrc to obtain the 3D dose
of a scattered and filtered pencil beam after traversing the shown compen-
sator slab material. The materials used were wax, copper, brass, and lead for
beam energies of 6, 8, and 15 MeV, respectively. The cylindrical water
phantom is 40 cm thick and has a diameter of 40 cm.
15 MV. Three-dimensional �3D� dose distributions were re-
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corded in a cylindrical water phantom after photon PBs were
transported through varying thicknesses �t=0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
and 5.0 cm� of compensator material consisting either of
pure wax, aluminum, brass, copper, or lead. The 3D dose
distribution scored in the cylindrical phantom for a single PB
with no attenuator will be referred to as an open PB. The
water phantom had a height of 40 cm and a radius of
20.0 cm, which was further subdivided into 50 annuli each
with a width ���r� of 0.4 cm. In the z direction �depth in
phantom� the height of the phantom was subdivided into 20
slabs of 0.20 cm thickness, starting at the surface, followed
by 36 slabs of 1.0 cm thickness. The distance between the
compensator material and the water surface was 33 cm.

The DOSRZnrc code was chosen since pencil beams dis-
play cylindrical spatial symmetry in homogeneous media.
The energy spectra for the PB models were based on the
Philips SL74/14N, SL75-5 and SL-25 linac series and were
obtained previously by the authors32 using the EGS4 �Ref.
33�-based BEAM �Ref. 34� MC code to simulate radiation
transport through these accelerator models. Output beam
data were scored in phase-space files �PSF� and were ana-
lyzed with the BEAMDP �Ref. 35� code. Each PSF contained
the primary and scattered photons from the radiation head
from which these energy spectra were derived.

The direction of incidence of the PB was parallel to the Z
direction with the point of entry on the origin of the phan-
tom. To study the perturbing effect of a compensator material
with thickness �t� located in the path of the PB, 200 million
histories were simulated for each thickness. The energy cut-
offs for electron �ECUT� and photon �PCUT� transport were
set at 0.700 and 0.010 MeV, respectively, below which the
energy was deposited locally and the transport of the particle
was terminated. Spin effects were also included in the simu-
lations. Each 3D dose distribution of the perturbed PBs was
normalized to its own dose maximum on the z axis. The
depth in the water phantom is denoted by z, and the compen-
sator thickness by t.

To study the perturbation effect of the compensator mate-
rial, a mathematical model was constructed based on the
open PB by addition of two components to account for rela-
tive beam filtration and off-axis scatter. By applying this
model the effect of the compensator material can be added to
the open PB.

In order to fit the mathematical model to the PB dose
profiles, the effective radius of each annulus had to be deter-
mined. Pencil beams can be determined from basic data.36

For the purpose of this study, PBs were generated using the
cylindrical geometry of the DOSRZnrc MC code since it
allows one to achieve variance reduction by scoring the par-
ticles in annuli rather than in the much smaller rectilinear
voxels in Cartesian space. It also allows the PB dose profiles
to be described accurately with the analytical equation20,23

Po�r,z� =
A�z�exp�− B�z�r�

r
+

C�z�exp�− D�z�r�
r

, �1�

where A�z� to D�z� are the fitting parameters at each depth

�z� in the phantom. The second term can be regarded as the
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scatter component and the first term is assumed to be the
primary energy imparted, although the degree of precision
might not be high.23

Due to the finite width of the annuli and the large radial
dose gradient near the PB axis, the effective radius of each
annulus was determined by using the formalism of Wang
et al.37 They used the formula

rn = ��n + 0.5� +
1

12�n + 0.5���r , �2�

where n is the annulus index with values n= �0,1 ,2 , . . . ,n�
and �r is the physical width of the annulus. The diameter of
the incident PB coincided with the diameter of the central
annulus since this leads to the best accuracy in the PB pa-
rametrization �Eq. �1�� when using the radius values, ri, cal-
culated with Eq. �2�. The effect of Eq. �2� on the calculated
radii is largest for n=0 �the first annulus�, e.g., the radius r0

would be 2
3�r instead of 1

2�r defined by the geometric center
of the first annulus. For the outer annuli where n becomes
large the effective radius rn would approach the value rn

→ �n+0.5��r.
The model was validated by comparing dose profiles of

the modified open PB with MC derived profiles for PBs
transported through the compensator material. Also, a com-
parison was made between fractional depth-dose curves cal-
culated with the open PB, the modified open PB �to include
scatter and beam filtering�, and real attenuated PBs �obtained
from MC simulations by transporting the PB through the

FIG. 2. �a� A set of normalized 6 MV pencil beam dose profiles in the DOSR
5 cm� and wax �shown in �c��. Panels �b� and �d� show the relative dose pt

�

compensator material�. In a further test step-shaped compen-
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sators were used in a series of DOSXYZnrc MC simulations
to determine the dose in water at 2, 5, 10, and 15 cm depth
using field sizes between 10�10 cm2 and 20�20 cm2 for
the three beam energies and compensator materials used in
this study. The relative dose profiles were then compared
with profiles for the PB calculations under the same compen-
sator shape.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Relative pencil beam dose profiles vs compensator
slab thickness

Figures 2�a� and 2�c� show two sets of normalized PB
profiles for 6 MV. Each normalized PB traversed different
thicknesses of the compensator material indicated as lead
and wax. It will hereafter be referred to as the relative dose
and indicated as Pt,med

�n� �r ,z�, with t and med indicating the
thickness and material �medium� of the absorber and �n� in-
dicating that it is normalized. The unnormalized dose will be
indicated as Pt,med and is related to Pt,med

�n� through: Pt,med
�n�

= Pt,med/ �Pt,med�max where �Pt,med�max indicates the maximum
dose on the PB axis.

The profiles in Figs. 2�a� and 2�c� were scored at a depth
of 10 cm in the water phantom model. Similar data were
found for 8 and 15 MV beam energies albeit not shown here.
At any given off-axis distance the value of the normalized
PB dose profiles increases as the slab thickness �t� increases.
This can be attributed to increasing numbers of photons be-

water phantom after traversing different thicknesses of lead �0, 1, 2, 3, and
s absorber thickness �t� at radii of 1, 5, 10, 15, and 18 cm.
Znrc
n�
ing scattered away from the PB axis with increase in thick-
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ness of compensator. At the studied megavoltage photon en-
ergies the incoherent �Compton� scatter process would
dominate. The number of photons scattered in a given direc-
tion will be proportional to the number of target electrons,
which in turn will be proportional to the thickness of the
compensator. Therefore, at any given off-axis position, the
relative dose under the compensator, compared to the open
PB, would increase with increasing compensator thickness.

Figures 2�b� and 2�d� show two sets of plots of the PB
fractional dose as a function of absorber thickness �t� at ra-
dial positions of 1, 5, 10, 15, and 18 cm. The data were fitted
with a linear function vs thickness and the correlation of fit
�R2� is shown on each line. Note that on the logarithmic scale
the lines appear to be curved.

From these results, in principle, the radial dose profile of
an open PB can be adjusted to account for the effect of its
transmission through a slab of compensating material of
known thickness. The linear relationship between relative
scattered dose vs compensator thickness was found to apply
to all energies and materials used in this study, ranging from
wax with the lowest density up to lead.

The materials used in this study have an electron density
range from low �wax� to high �lead�, and all of them showed
a linear relationship between relative scatter dose and com-
pensator thickness. Thus, any compensator material falling
within this electron density range should exhibit a similar

FIG. 3. �a� and �c� The change in the relative dose per unit absorber thickne
shown are for depths of 0.2, 2.0, 7.0, and 17.0 cm in the DOSRZnrc water
at each depth. A function �Eq. �4�� was also fitted to the data points at each
the modified open PB profiles at 2, 4, and 20 cm depth are compared to the
relationship.
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Although not studied here, the above trend indicates that
for even higher atomic number and electron density compen-
sators like tungsten, this trend should also hold. Beam filtra-
tion depends on the absorbers’ ability to filter out low energy
components from the beam by means of photoelectric ab-
sorption or scattering out photons by means of Compton in-
teractions. The number of Compton interactions per unit vol-
ume would depend on the electron density of the material.
For tungsten the photoelectric cross section is higher than for
lead and the number of Compton-scattered photons is also
higher per unit volume and thus would enhance the relative
dose more at locations away from the CAX compared with
that for lead compensators.

B. Relative scatter dose and beam filtration

The combined effect of beam filtration and photon scatter
causes an increase in the off-axis PB dose distribution when
it passes through a compensating medium. The increase in
the dose relative to the open PB profiles is approximately
linear in the thickness of the compensator material as shown
in Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�. From these data the slopes
��Pt,med

�n� /�t� of the fitting lines �Pt,med
�n� vs t� were determined

at each depth, z, and radial position, r, of the annular bins
used in the water phantom.

Figures 3�a� and 3�c� show some of the slope values �solid

Pt,med
�n� /�t� at 8 MV as a function of radial distance from the PB axis. Data

om. A Gaussian function was fitted to the data beyond the transition radius
h between the beam axis and the transition radius. Panels �b� and �d� show
al profiles pt,med

�n� .
ss ��
phant
dept
lines� for the case of 8 MV. Similar data were also obtained
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for 6 and 15 MV beam energies but not shown here. The
plots are for four arbitrary chosen depths �z� of 0.2, 2.0, 7.0,
and 17 cm, respectively. �Note: In these plots the raw data
�left column� are shown connected by straight line segments
to improve the visual appearance only. The symbols repre-
sent fitted functions that were derived as described hereun-
der.�

The slopes �Pt
�n� /�t indicate the rate of change in the

relative dose per unit absorber thickness. For the cases
shown �Pt

�n� /�t is large near the PB axis, becoming rapidly
smaller at a certain transition radius from where it decreases
gradually beyond this radius. The transition radius, beyond
which the �Pt

�n� /�t starts to change more gradually, is of the
order of 2 cm near the water phantom surface, but increases
to 4 cm at 17 cm depth for 6 MV PB. For the 8 MV case
shown and for a 15 MV case �not shown� the corresponding
radii are 3 to 5 cm and 3 to 7 cm, respectively. Beyond the
transition radius, the enhancement in the PB dose profiles
relative to an open PB is considered to be caused by
compensator-induced scatter. In this study �Pt

�n� /�t values
beyond the transition radius were fitted with a Gaussian
function �Eq. �3�� for all energies and materials used,

��r,z� = a1�z�exp�− a2�z�r2� . �3�

The radial distance is indicated by r as measured from the
PB axis and a1�z� and a2�z� are fitting parameters that are
functions of depth, energy, and compensator material.

In Figs. 3�a� and 3�c� the Gaussian data fits are shown as
symbols and starts just beyond the transition radius.

In the following step �Pt
�n� /�t values as obtained from

the Gaussian fits were subtracted from the raw �Pt
�n� /�t data

over the total radius range. The residue �Pt
�n� /�t values be-

yond the transition radius were set to zero. The remaining
�Pt

�n� /�t residues were fitted by the function represented in
Eq. �4�,

��r,z� = b1�z��r − b2�z��exp�− b3�z�r� , �4�

where r is the radial distance and b1�z�, b2�z�, and b3�z� are
fitting parameters which are functions of depth, energy, and
compensator material.

Equation �3� represents the relative scatter enhancement
due to the presence of a compensating medium, and Eq. �4�
the dose alteration on the PB axis most probably due to beam
filtering and hardening of the open PB. �Pt

�n� /�t can be
modeled with

�Pt
�n��r,z�
�t

= ��r,z� + ��r,z� . �5�

To further highlight the concept, Fig. 4 shows the com-
parative difference, Pt,brass

�n� − P0
�n�, in the normalized dose pro-

files relative to an open PB after traversing different thick-
ness of brass absorbers at 8 MV and 10 cm depth in water.
The normalized point was taken at the dose maximum of the
open PB.

From Fig. 4 it can be observed that the relative dose is
highest for the open PB that traversed the 5 cm brass slab.

The thicker slab causes more scatter events of the photons
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that lead to a relative higher dose at off-axis locations. Near
the PB axis, the relative dose enhancement increases
abruptly as the off-axis distance reduces. This effect is larg-
est for the 5 cm brass case and can be ascribed to beam
filtering or hardening causing a larger discrepancy in the nor-
malized absorbed dose.

C. PB dose scaling using open PB

It is proposed that compensator scatter and beam quality
alteration can be accounted for by using the open PB and
adjusting its profiles using Eqs. �3� and �4�. The linear rela-
tion between the relative dose Pt,med

�n� and absorber material
thickness �t� �shown in Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�� can be used to
determine the change in the PB dose profile for a given at-
tenuator thickness �t� based on the 3D dose distribution of an
open PB, P0

�n�. The intercepts on the ordinate axis �t=0� of
the fitted lines in Figs. 2�b� and 2�d� are equivalent to the
normalized absorbed dose for the open PB. The perturbation
to the relative dose due to the presence of an attenuator can
be modeled as

Pt,med
�n� �r,z� = P0

�n��r,z� + ��r,z�t + ��r,z�t �6�

where ��r ,z� and ��r ,z� are obtained from Eqs. �3� and �4�.
Pt,med

�n� �r ,z� represents the normalized �n� 3D PB dose distri-
bution for an open PB �P0

�n��r ,z�� traversing a medium �med�
with thickness �t�. Since the compensator material lowers the
total dose contribution due to photon interaction events, it is
assumed as a first approximation that �Pt,med�max

= �P0�maxexp�−�efft�, with �eff representing a narrow-beam
effective attenuation coefficient. The unnormalized dose will
then be given by Pt,med= Pt,med

�n� �Pt,med�max, and thus

Pt,med = Pt,med
�n� �P0�max exp�− �eff�z�t� , �7�

This is an approximation because �P0�max and �Pt,med�max do
not necessarily occur at the same depth �z�.

D. Alteration of fractional depth-dose data due to the
presence of a compensator

The dose profile modeling scheme as outlined in Eqs.
�3�–�6� was tested and the results are shown in Figs. 3�b� and
3�d�. In each graph the solid line indicates the dose profile
for the open PB at 2, 4, and 20 cm depth in the DOSXYZnrc

FIG. 4. Dose enhancement on dose profiles at 10 cm depth for normalized
pencil beams that traversed different thicknesses of brass slabs relative to an
open pencil beam �Pt,brass

�n� − P0
�n��. The thickness of the brass slabs was 1.0,

2.0, 3.0, and 5.0 cm and the beam energy was 8 MV.
�Ref. 38� water phantom. For the corresponding depths the
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dose profiles are also shown for the PB after traversing 5 cm
of absorber material and are shown as dotted lines. These
data were obtained from MC simulations of the actual trans-
port of the open PB through the compensating material. The
profiles shown for wax were obtained for 12 cm thickness.
The modified open PB dose profiles are shown as “���”
symbols after setting t=12.0 cm for wax and 5.0 cm for lead.
The agreement between the fully simulated PB data �dotted
lines� and the modified open PB data as calculated with Eqs.
�3�–�6� shows good agreement especially for the wax mate-
rial, but shows slight discrepancies for lead. See Ref. 39.

In order to test the effect of these discrepancies fractional
depth-dose data �FDD� were derived for nondiverging circu-
lar fields with diameters of 10 and 20 cm for the following
three cases; in case 1 the open PB only was used to calculate
the FDD. In case 2 the FDD was calculated using the modi-
fied open PB data for the 8 MV case for wax and lead. In
case 3 the FDD was calculated from the actual PB data de-
rived from MC simulations as described above and were
used as a benchmark. The results are shown in Figs.
5�a�–5�d�.

Depth-dose data were calculated using the cylindrical PB
and utilizing the reciprocity theorem, i.e., for a 10 cm circu-
lar field the dose in each annulus was summed up to a radius
of 5 cm. The sum of the dose values in each annulus would
yield the dose on the PB axis. For the wax and lead data at

FIG. 5. �a� Fractional depth-dose curves at 8 MV for a 10 cm circle field for
from the open PB. The broken line represents data derived from simulation
material. The symbols indicate data calculated from the modified PB data. In
8 MV the correspondence between the depth doses obtained
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with the modified open PB and those obtained with the
benchmark �actual� PB is within a margin of 1 percent for
the two circular fields investigated.

For the other materials and beam energies used in this
study the correspondence was within 1 percent between the
modified open PB derived and the benchmark FDD curves
over both field sizes used.

The 10 cm circular field in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� shows a
deviation of the open PB derived FDD and the real PB de-
rived FDD that is higher for lead compared to wax as a
function of depth. It could be ascribed to more effective
beam filtering by lead leading to a beam with higher effec-
tive energy causing an increase in the penetration power of
the beam. This increase for lead can be up to 6 percent at
large depths. For the 20 cm circle field the increase in in-
phantom scatter compared to the 10 cm circle field reduces
the PB filtering effect of lead, i.e., more dose is deposited
due to in-phantom scatter on the central axis �CAX�, which
in turn counters the effects of beam hardening on the CAX.
For smaller fields CAX beam hardening would be more pro-
nounced and the modified PB derived depth dose would de-
viate substantially from the open PB derived depth dose.

It was further found that the FDD deviation relative to
that as calculated with the open PB increases as a function of
compensator electron density. If the product of material den-
sity and Z /A �the mass electron density� is taken, the follow-

3

and wax �b� compensators. The solid line represents the FDD curve derived
he actual transport of the open PB through 5 cm of lead and 12 cm of wax
ls �b� and �d� similar data are shown for a circle field with a 20 cm diameter.
lead
s of t
pane
ing electron densities �/cm � are obtained in units of NA: wax
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�0.67�, aluminum �1.30�, brass �3.87�, copper �4.07�, and
lead �4.50�. Since Compton interactions dominate at the
studied PB energies, the electron density would play a sig-
nificant role in the number of photon interactions that would
take place per unit absorber thickness.

The match of the slope profiles in Figs. 3�b� and 3�d� at
larger depths is not very accurate for wax, but yields reason-
ably accurate depth-dose data despite using smoothed slope
data. These data were extracted by fitting Eqs. �3� and �4� to
the �Pt

�n� /�t data. The calculated FDD using the modified
open PB corresponds to the FDD calculated using the actual
filtered PB data. This indicates that the smoothing step does
not alter the FDD data. The variance on the slope data origi-
nates from the set of MC simulations to obtain PB dose
distributions, each having variance on the dose data in the
PB dose distribution grid.

As a cautious generalization, it seems that the dose profile
modeling scheme should also be applicable for other com-
pensator materials over the energies studied, since the depth-
dose curves for extreme compensator materials such as wax
and lead could be modeled successfully.

E. Dose calculations under compensators using
modified PBs

In Secs. III A and III B it was shown how the dose pro-
files for an open PB can be adjusted over depth to take com-
pensator effects like beam filtering and scatter into account.
In order to use the empirical formalism developed in the first
part of the study in compensator dose calculations, the fol-
lowing steps would be performed for the case of a beam with
uniform energy fluence:

�a� Determine the depth �z� of the plane at which the dose
should be modulated on the open PB.

�b� Then, use the open PB dose profile at depth �z� as the
basis for dose calculations.

�c� Calculate the value for ��r ,z� from Eq. �3� and ��r ,z�
from Eq. �4�.

�d� If the PB traverses a compensator of thickness, t, then
alter its dose profile using Eq. �5� with the correct val-
ues for ��r ,z� and ��r ,z� at depth, z, as found in �c�.

�e� Scale this PB dose profile at depth, z, with the effective
attenuation coefficient as indicated in Eq. �7�.

�f� Calculate the dose distribution in the plane of interest
located at depth, z, for the modified PB at the relevant
entrance site.

�g� Repeat this whole process �d�–�f� for all entrance posi-
tions of the PBs covering the field area, using the cor-
responding compensator thickness, t, for each entrance
position.

The modified PB at depth z is calculated from

Pt,med�r,z� = �P0�r,z� + �a1 exp�− a2r2� + b1�r − b2�

�exp�− b3r��t�exp�− ueff�z�t� , �8�
where P0�r ,z� is modeled with Eq. �1�. Equation �8� can be
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modulated by taking the relative photon fluence at the loca-
tion in the beam into account.

In Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� it was shown how the inclusion of
compensator-induced effects such as beam filtering and pho-
ton scatter can alter the FDD for circular fields. If only the
open PB was used and its intensity was scaled with an effec-
tive attenuation coefficient, the dose could be tailored in one
plane only and not throughout the volume.

Calculations for a step wedge copper compensator mate-
rial for 6 MV and a field size of 10−10 cm2 and 20
�20 cm2 are shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, respectively.
Dose profiles were compared at depths of 2, 5, 10, and
15 cm. The DOSXYZnrc Monte Carlo data were used as the
reference data since they included all scatter effects from the
compensating medium. The compensator to water phantom
surface distance was set at 33 cm. The PB calculations were
performed for the case where scatter was switched off and a
effective attenuation coefficient ��eff=0.403/cm� was used

FIG. 6. Relative dose profiles for �a� 10�10 cm2 field and �b� 20
�20 cm2 field calculated under a copper step wedge for a 6 MV beam
energy. The DOSXYZ profiles are used as the benchmark data and have a
variance of 1 percent. The PB dose profiles have been calculated without
scatter �broken lines� and with scatter �solid lines�.
to best fit the dose profile at 10 cm depth. The effective
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attenuation coefficient was determined from a least-square
error procedure to best fit the dose profile at the depth of
interest. In the other case the scatter effects were included
and another effective attenuation coefficient ��eff

=0.417/cm� was used to best fit the dose profile at 10 cm
depth. Note that the effective attenuation value in the case
without scatter is about 3.5 percent lower to compensate for
scatter. At the reference depth of 10 cm the two methods can
be made to correspond to a high degree of accuracy when
compared with the DOSXYZnrc data. However, at 2 cm
depth the scatter-included data more closely follow the
DOSXYZnrc data compared to the no-scatter data as ob-
served for both field sizes. The exclusion of scatter can lead
to dose errors of up to 4 percent. For materials such as lead
this discrepancy could be as high as 7 to 8 percent. For larger
fields the effect of in-phantom scatter reduces the differences
in the dose profiles where scatter is modeled explicitly or
where an effective attenuation coefficient is used.

If an effective attenuation coefficient �EAC� for a certain
field was measured, using it with compensators for the same
field does not yield the best fit to, say, benchmark data like
those obtained with MC methods. The EAC should in this
case compensate for missing scatter modeling if the PB
model is used without scatter adjustments. In this case we
would expect an EAC value representative of a larger field.
To obtain the best EAC value it is best to calculate dose
profiles, compare against benchmark data, and adjust the co-
efficient until the least-square error is minimized.

For the case where the PB is adjusted to include scatter
and beam hardening effects, the EAC must be obtained using
a least-square method to best fit the data. The difference here
is that the same EAC value can be used over a wide range of
field sides and does not change as a function of field size as
in the above-mentioned case. This EAC represents that for a
narrow beam or finite-sized PB.

The method of using an EAC without changing the PB
dose profiles can be used to replicate benchmarked dose pro-
files at any desired depth. But, the accuracy will hold at this
depth only. In the proposed method much better accuracy is
obtained at all the other depths. A prime concern is the use of
dose calculation models where compensators are used in
IMRT. We think that it would be more advantageous to be
able to calculate the dose under a compensator accurately
over a range of depths, rather than just one plane, since one
is interested in optimizing the dose distribution in a volume.

The studies have been conducted for PB dose profile
modeling at a SSD of 100 cm. If the SSD is increased, then
compensator scattered photons would deposit energy at
larger radial locations from the CAX. Thus, at a certain off-
axis location an increase in the relative dose is foreseen that
would influence the dose profile fitting parameters, since,
relative to the open PB ��Pt,med

�n� /�t� would increase.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study it was found that the relative dose for a set of
normalized PBs, after traversing various thicknesses of wax,

aluminum, brass, copper, and lead, was linear in the material
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thickness as expressed by Eq. �4�. The slopes of the lines of
relative dose vs absorber thickness were defined as
�Pt,med/�t and could be decomposed into two parts, of
which ��r ,z� is a Gaussian and is fitted to the PB beyond its
transition radius that is a function of energy and compensator
material. The fitting functions could successfully reproduce
the normalized depth-dose data when compared to depth
dose curves produced by the actual filtered PBs for 5 cm of
filtered material �wax=12 cm� for 10 and 20 cm circle fields.
Thus, a PB parametrization scheme such as the one devel-
oped in this study can be used to parametrize dose profiles at
each depth for an open PB to include the effects of compen-
sator materials. This approach can then be applied to com-
pensators where a superposition method can be used to cal-
culate the dose in water at a certain reference depth. It was
further found that the method developed here leads to more
accurate dose profile modeling near the phantom surface
compared to methods that include compensator scatter
through an effective attenuation coefficient where the dose
profiles were matched at 10 cm depth.
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